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Jordanian Companies’ Stock Price Prediction using Hybrid RNN with Long
Term Short Memory and Tabu List Memory
By: Abdullah Akram Al-Jumaili
Supervisor: Dr. Hassan Al-Tarawneh
Abstract
Stock price prediction is one of the most challenging tasks for cooperation and how they can make
a decision according to this prediction. The difficulty of stock price prediction raising due to many
factors such as market changes and globalization, which pose a challenge for analyzing stock
market movements and price behaviors is extremely challenging. The effective expectation of a
stock's future cost could provide business gain and positive impact on the company. This research
propose method Hybrid RNN with Long Term Short Memory and Tabu List and test the proposed
method on the benchmark, then apply the method for real Jordanian companies’ historical business
records and check predicted stock prices produced by using the proposed method with real stock
prices. Daily stock data has been collected from the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) in order to
train and test the proposed model. This work aims to provide an accurate method of stock pricing
prediction and improve prediction accuracy by removing predicted prices that are far from the real
stock price and redundant predictions, to offer a consistent method for the Jordanian companies to
survive and flourish in market by analyzing their performance and predict stock price in future to
provide them with a tool to avoid bad business decisions and improve their services. The accuracy
of the proposed model is high and promising as the accuracy of RNN with LSTM and Tabu list
were better than using only RNN with LSTM as shown in the results, which means that the
proposed model can be utilized as a reliable tool for stock prices prediction.
Keyword: Recurrent Neural Network, Long Short Term Memory, Tabu List, Stock Price Prediction
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ﺘنبؤ أﺴﻌﺎر أﺴﻬم اﻟشر�ﺎت اﻷردﻨ�ﺔ �ﺄﺴتخدام اﻟش�كﺎت اﻟﻌصب�ﺔ اﻟمتكررة اﻟﻬجینﺔ
ﻤﻊ ذاﻛرة طو�ﻠﺔ ﻗصیرة اﻟمدى وذاﻛرة ﻗﺎﺌمﺔ Tabu
إﻋداد :ﻋبد ﷲ أﻛرم اﻟجمیﻠﻲ
إﺸراف :اﻟد�تور ﺤسﺎن اﻟطراوﻨﺔ
اﻟمﻠخص
ﺘحد�ﺎ ﻟﻠشر�ﺎت و��ف�ﺔ اﺘخﺎذ اﻟﻘرار وﻓًﻘﺎ ﻟﻬذا اﻟتوﻗﻊ .ﺘكمن اﻟصﻌو�ﺔ
�ﻌد ﺘوﻗﻊ ﺴﻌر اﻟسﻬم أﺤد أﻛثر اﻟمﻬﺎم
ً
ﺘحد�ﺎ ﻟتحﻠیﻞ
اﻟتنبؤ �ﺄﺴﻌﺎر اﻷﺴﻬم ﻟكثیر ﻤن اﻟﻌواﻤﻞ ﻤثﻞ ﺘﻐیرات اﻟسوق واﻟﻌوﻟمﺔ اﻻﻗتصﺎد�ﺔ ،واﻟتﻲ ﺘشكﻞ
ً
ﺼع�ﺎ ﻟﻠﻐﺎ�ﺔ .اﻟتوﻗﻊ اﻟﻔﻌﺎل ﻟسﻌر اﻟسﻬم ﻓﻲ اﻟمستﻘبﻞ �مكن
أﻤر
ﺘحر�ﺎت ﺴوق اﻷﺴﻬم وﺴﻠو��ﺎت اﻷﺴﻌﺎرً ،ا
ً

إ�جﺎﺒ�ﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟشر�ﺔ� .ﻘترح ﻫذا اﻟ�حث طر�ﻘﺔ اﻟش�كﺎت اﻟﻌصب�ﺔ اﻟمتكررة اﻟﻬجینﺔ
وﺘﺄﺜیر
ًا
أن ﯿوﻓر ﻤكﺎﺴب ﻤﺎد�ﺔ
ً
ﻤﻊ ذاﻛرة طو�ﻠﺔ ﻗصیرة اﻟمدى وذاﻛرة ﻗﺎﺌمﺔ  Tabuواﺨت�ﺎر اﻟطر�ﻘﺔ اﻟمﻘترﺤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟمع�ﺎر ،ﺜم ﺘطبیق اﻟطر�ﻘﺔ

ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟسجﻼت أﺴﻌﺎر اﻻﺴﻬم ﻟﻠشر�ﺎت اﻷردﻨ�ﺔ اﻟحق�ق�ﺔ واﻟتحﻘق ﻤن أﺴﻌﺎر اﻷﺴﻬم اﻟمتوﻗﻌﺔ اﻟنﺎﺘجﺔ �ﺎﺴتخدام
اﻟطر�ﻘﺔ اﻟمﻘترﺤﺔ ﻤﻊ أﺴﻌﺎر اﻷﺴﻬم اﻟحق�ق�ﺔ .ﺘم ﺠمﻊ ﺒ�ﺎﻨﺎت أﺴﻌﺎر اﻻﺴﻬم اﻟیوﻤ�ﺔ ﻤن ﺒورﺼﺔ ﻋمﺎن ﻟتدر�ب
واﺨت�ﺎر اﻟنموذج اﻟمﻘترح .ﯿﻬدف ﻫذا اﻟﻌمﻞ إﻟﻰ ﺘوﻓیر طر�ﻘﺔ دق�ﻘﺔ ﻟﻠتنبؤ �سﻌر اﻷﺴﻬم وﺘحسین دﻗﺔ اﻟتنبؤ ﻤن
ﺨﻼل إزاﻟﺔ اﻷﺴﻌﺎر اﻟمتوﻗﻌﺔ اﻟ�ﻌیدة ﻋن ﺴﻌر اﻟسﻬم اﻟحق�ﻘﻲ واﻟتنبؤات اﻟمتكررة ،ﻟتﻘد�م طر�ﻘﺔ ﻤضموﻨﺔ
ﻟﻠشر�ﺎت اﻷردﻨ�ﺔ ﻟﻠ�ﻘﺎء واﻻزدﻫﺎر ﻓﻲ اﻟسوق ﻤن ﺨﻼل ﺘحﻠیﻞ اﻷداء واﻟتنبؤ �سﻌر اﻟسﻬم ﻓﻲ اﻟمستﻘبﻞ ﻟتزو�دﻫم
�ﺄداة ﻟتجنب ﻗ اررات اﻟﻌمﻞ اﻟسیئﺔ وﺘحسین ﺨدﻤﺎﺘﻬم .دﻗﺔ اﻟنموذج اﻟمﻘترح ﻋﺎﻟ�ﺔ وواﻋدة ﺤیث أن دﻗﺔ اﻟش�كﺎت
اﻟﻌصب�ﺔ اﻟمتكررة اﻟﻬجینﺔ ﻤﻊ ذاﻛرة طو�ﻠﺔ ﻗصیرة اﻟمدى وذاﻛرة ﻗﺎﺌمﺔ � Tabuﺎﻨت أﻓضﻞ ﻤن اﺴتخدام اﻟش�كﺎت
اﻟﻌصب�ﺔ اﻟمتكررة اﻟﻬجینﺔ ﻤﻊ ذاﻛرة طو�ﻠﺔ ﻗصیرة اﻟمدى ﻓﻘط �مﺎ ﻫو ﻤوﻀﺢ ﻓﻲ اﻟنتﺎﺌﺞ ،ﻤمﺎ �ﻌنﻲ أﻨﻪ �مكن
اﺴتخدام اﻟنموذج اﻟمﻘترح �ﺄداة ﻤوﺜوﻗﺔ ﻟتنبؤ أﺴﻌﺎر اﻷﺴﻬم.
اﻟكﻠمﺎت اﻟمﻔتﺎﺤ�ﻪ  :اﻟش�كﺎت اﻟﻌصب�ﺔ اﻟمتكررة ،ذاﻛرة طو�ﻠﺔ ﻗصیرة اﻟمدى ،ذاﻛرة ﻗﺎﺌمﺔ  ،Tabuﺘنبؤ أﺴﻌﺎر
أﻻﺴﻬم.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

2

Modeling and forecasting of the money related market has been an appealing subject to researchers
and analysts from different scholastic fields. Stock value forecast is one of the most testing errands
for participation and how they can settle on a choice as indicated by this expectation. In the current
situation of finance related global market, particularly in the stocks exchange, estimating the cost
of stocks utilizing different methods and intelligent neural networks are the most appealing issue
to be examined. The issue of stock value prediction raising because of numerous elements, for
example, showcase changes and globalization, which act like a test for breaking down securities
exchange developments and value practices is incredibly testing result of business sectors
dynamic, nonlinear, nonstationary, nonparametric, boisterous, and tumultuous nature (AlRadaideh, et al., 2013).
Moreover, predicting stock price movement is suffering from various factors (for example:
political events, general economic conditions, and traders’ expectation) within the stock exchange.
Therefore, choosing appropriate input features for prediction models should be considered.
Companies in Jordan are facing a lot of issues that affect their growth and market survivability
which consider as a major obstacle for investors and entrepreneurs, this problem affects Jordan’s
economy and becomes an obstacle for economic growth.
The presented work of this thesis highlights the great importance of using modified RNN
(Recurrent Neural Network) with Tabu List memory which represents short-term memory
structure of Tabu Search that consist of a list of previous solutions that must be avoided or list of
moves that are forbidden and LSTM (Long Short Term Memory), to enhance the efficiency of
prediction and to avoid outlier predictions.
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1.1

Problem Statement

The task of predicting stock market prices changes in the future is a challenging, researchers’
attention attracted greatly for many years in predicting stock prices, it involves an assumption of
fundamental information that is publicly available in the past that has some projecting relationships
to the future stock prices.
Most prediction methods struggle to provide accurate prediction for long period of time, there are
many researchers trying to find a way to tackle this problem, providing different types of methods
to approach that goal.
Researches proposed using machine learning algorithms for the purpose of stock price prediction
because they possess the ability to learn from historical information and utilize it for future stock
prices prediction, we chose neural networks due to the effectiveness demonstrated in previously
published researches.
The stock exchange market depicts savings and investments that are advantageous to increase the
effectiveness of Jordanian economy and help it flourish, future stock returns have some predictive
relationships with the publicly available information of present and historical stock market indices,
every company is interested in predicting the future stock prices, this topic possesses a major
challenge to design and develop an efficient predictive model that assists the Jordanian companies
to take appropriate decisions.
Stocks prices turmoil can lead to financial disasters for companies, this scenario poses a risk for
entrepreneurs who want to start their business and startup companies want to grow and flourish in
the market, this issue motivated me to provide reliable prediction tool that excels in forecasting
stock prices changes in the future better than previously proposed methods.
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1.2 Aim and Objectives
The ability to predict future stock market prices is extremely helpful to a corporation as it allows
for a more controlled services environment with good preparation for market challenges and rapid
changes in the business environment so corporations can make right decisions in a protective
manner.
This work aims to provide a long-term stock market prediction based on RNN with LSTM and
Tabu list approach to be utilized in historical data for the company. The main objectives of the
proposed work is to improve stock price prediction accuracy using modified RNN with LSTM and
Tabu list by proposing a new prediction model that provide the ability to eliminate missing or
predictions that far away from real price by comparing it to real stock prices during the testing
phase.

1.3 Research Questions
The research question for this study are:
1. How well does an RNN with LSTM and Tabu list predict daily stocks’ prices of the
Amman Stock Exchange dataset?
2. Can the RNN with LSTM and Tabu list provide a reliable stock price prediction and
improved prediction accuracy better than the previous researches?
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Works

6

This chapter presents a summary of RNN, LSTM and Tabu list as well as detailed description of
RNN, LSTM and Tabu List and their advantages and disadvantages on stock prediction process.

2.1

Recurrent Neural Network

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are a family of flexible dynamic models that connect artificial
neurons over time. RNN is a multi-layered neural network that store information in nodes, enabling
it to learn data series and produce an out data series. RNNs are applied in deep learning and in
improvement of models that imitate the action of neurons in the human brain (Yao, et al., 2015).
They are effective to be used in environments in which context is essential for result prediction,
it’s unique from the artificial neural networks because the usage feedback loops to process a
sequence of data that informs final output, which can also be a sequence of data. These feedback
loops allow information to be persevered. RNN is mainly used for time series analysis because it
has feedback connections inside the network that allow past information to persist, and time series
and nonlinear prediction capabilities. The temporal representation capabilities of RNN have
advantages in tasks that process sequential data, such as financial predictions, natural language
processing, and speech recognition. RNN has a high dimensional, continuous, representation of
the latent state. A notable advantage of the richer representation of RNNs is their ability to use
information from an input in a prediction at a much later point in time (Koutnik, et al., 2014).
RNN is the earliest of its style algorithms that can remember earlier inputs in memory, when a
huge set of sequential data is given to it. RNN predict the next move based on the past moves
that happened before (Yao, et al., 2015) (Koutnik, et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. RNN loop 1

In figure 1 part of neural network A, it has input xt and output with value ht. The (input xt → Action A →
output ht) loop allows information to be passed from the past step of the RRN to the next step by
forwarding results from the last step to the next step, so the previous outputs will not be lost or
disregarded in the process (DiPietro, et al., 2020).

These loops make RNN enigmatic, it can be thought of as multiple copies of the same network,
each passing a message to a successor. If we separate the loop (figure 2), we will have a chain
similar nature uncovers that RNNs are related to sequences and lists. They are the natural
architecture of the neural network to use for such data.

Figure 2. Unrolled RNN 1

1

Images from Christopher Olah website by https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs
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So, what makes RNNs better than traditional Neural Networks? The answer is: there is a major
limitation of traditional Neural Networks suffer from constraints (Sangaiah, 2019):
1) Fixed-sized inputs & outputs
2) No memory, no feedback.
Researchers used RNN in stock pricing prediction, for example Xie, et al utilized RNN to
anticipate stocks exchange changes, the information taken from numerous organizations in China
Shanghai Shenzhen 300 Index (Xie, et al., 2017).
Wei, et al, utilized RNN to anticipate Taiwan financial exchange in by applying four techniques:
(connection grid, stepwise relapse, choice tree, and Elman NN) in the forecast procedure (Wei, et
al., 2012).
Jarrah, et al., implemented two methods RNN and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) used for
Saudi stock price trends prediction, DWT addressed the issue of predicting the direction of motion
of stock market index along with stock prices, RNN predicted future value of the stock market
index (Jarrah, et al., 2019).
2.1.1

Types of RNNs

1. One to one: Vanilla mode of processing without RNN, from fixed-sized input to fixedsized output (e.g. image classification).
2. One to many: Sequence output (e.g. image captioning which takes an image and outputs a
sentence of words).
3. Many to one: Sequence input (e.g. emotion analysis where a provided paragraph is
analyzed for stating a positive or negative emotion).
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4. Many to many: Sequence input and sequence output (e.g. machine translation: RNN
interprets a paragraph in English and then shows the paragraph in Spanish).
5. Many to many (with synchronization): Synchronized sequence input and output (e.g. video
classification to categorize each frame from the video).

Figure 3. Types of RNNS, Input vectors are colored in red, output vectors
are colored in blue and vectors colored in green vectors hold the RNN's
state 2

2.1.2. RNN Drawbacks
RNN suffers from two drawbacks:
1. RNN relies on recent information to perform the present task but it has no memory to store
past information for long period, for example: if RNN used to predict what dish from the
menu it will be served in a restaurant based on the previously served dish in the day before.
When the information about the last served dish in the past day is missing, RNN can fix
the problem of missing information about the last dish served by guessing which dish might

2

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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be served in the past day to predict the next served dish in the next day, this process is to
overcome the lack of information that might affect the next step (Yao, et al, 2015).
But what happens if RNN did not have information about the past two weeks served dishes,
RNN will not be able to predict the next dish to be served due to lack of information about
the previous time.

2. RNNs use backpropagation algorithm for the purpose of training and it is applied for every
timestamp which is called Backpropagation Through Time (BTT) as illustrated in figure 4
(Koutnik, et al., 2014) (Sangaiah, 2019).

Figure 4. Backpropagation in RNN 3

the BTT goal is to determine the error by calculating the difference between the output and
optimal output and raise to a power of 2. When the error assessed changes in the error
regarding the change in the weight is considered. But with each learning rate, this must
be multiplied with the same (Yao, et al., 2015) (Koutnik, et al., 2014).

3

Images from Anirudh Rao website by https://www.edureka.co/blog/recurrent-neural-networks/
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The issues can arise from using backpropagation are:
a. Vanishing Gradient: A lot of iterations will cause the new weights to be extremely
negligible and this leads to the weights not being updated, thus it will vanish
(Hochreiter, 1998).
b. Exploding Gradient: The working of the exploding gradient is similar, but
the weights here change drastically instead of negligible change (Pascanu, et al,
2012).
If an error happened in one of the RNN inputs this will result to a false prediction and this will
affect the accuracy of next predictions and it will RNN mostly need recent data to perform the
requested functions, but sometimes the requirement for the data that they were collected or
obtained in the past (long-term dependencies), that is when LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
networks come in hand, LSTM eliminate issues rise with long-term dependencies like vanishing
or exploding gradients.

2.2

Long Short Term Memory

In 1997, a modification of RNN with Long Short-Term Memory units (LSTMs), was suggested
by German researchers Sepp Hochreiter and Juergen Schmidhuber as a resolution to vanishing
gradient problem (Hochreiter, et al, 1998).
LSTM is an artificial recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture capable of learning long-term
dependencies and retrieving information for long periods of time is practically their default
behavior, not something they struggle to learn LSTM networks are a more complex variant of
RNNs that often prove more powerful, they proved their importance for the more naturally retain
information for many time steps, which is supposed to make them train easier than RNN.
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Moreover, hidden units are updated using interactions with multiplication and they can perform
more complicated transformations for the same number of latent units (Hochreiter, et al, 1998).
The major difference between LSTM and RNN, is that RNN contains one single function as
illustrated in figure 5, the single function consists of tanh function that exists in the layer, tanh
function considered as a squashing function that used for a range of values between -1 to 1 and
change the values according to input values.

Figure 5. tanh function 4

Unlike RNN, LSTM (figure 6) has more functions in LSTM layers, each layer has structure and
processes the input data to forward it to the next layer in a horizontal way across the data channel

Figure 6. LSTM layers 4

4

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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LSTM steps as follows (Hochreiter, et al, 1998):
1. Identifying: this layer function is to identify the information that will not be required for
further processing and discard it out of the cell, this process is done be Sigmoid layer called
forget gate layer as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. Forget gate 4

Sigmoid layer produces an output as a number between 0 (discard previous cell state) and
1 (keep previous cell state) based on calculation done by using the following formula:

ft = σ ( wf [ht-1 , xt] + bf )

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

wf = Weight
ht-1= Output from previous timestamp
xt = New input
bf = Bias

2. Deciding: this step will decide whether to store new information in the cell state or not,
the decision process consists of two steps as follows (figure 8):
a. Sigmoid layer called forget gate layer, it will decide which values will be updated.

4

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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b. tanh layer makes a vector of new candidate values C˜t that can be added to the cell
state.
New input and previous timestamp are entered into sigmoid function that results in the
value it then it is multiplied by ct and then added to cell state.

it = σ ( wi [ht-1 , xt] + bi )

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

C˜t = tanh ( wc [ht-1 , xt] + bc )

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

Figure 8. Input gate 4

3. Updating: in this step, the old cell state ct-1 will be updated into new cell state ct, in the
beginning, ct-1 multiplied by ft to discard the values had been decided in the past step,
then add the result of multiplying it by C˜t, the result will be the new candidate values
scaled by the amount that the decision to update each state value as shown in figure 9.

ct = ft × ct-1 + it × C˜t

4

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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Figure 9. Update cell state process 4

4. Selecting Output: Sigmoid layer decides which parts of the cell state that will be as the
output. The cell state will be inserted in tanh (value is between -1 and 1), then it will be
multiplied by the output of sigmoid gate because chosen parts will be included in the output
(figure 10).

Figure 10. Output gate 4

ot = σ ( wo [ht-1 , xt] + bo )
4

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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ht = ot × tanh ( ct )

(Varsamopoulos, et al, 2018)

Then the output is complete.

Figure 11. LSTM gates 4

Summing up the four steps:
1st step: select which values to be discarded.
2nd step: chose what new inputs to be added to the network.
3rd step: combine the previously obtained inputs to generate the new cell states.
4th step: generate the output as per requirement.

4

Images from DeepAI website by https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/recurrent-neural-network
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Researchers used LSTM in stock pricing prediction, for example researchers in (Shah, et al, 2019)
presented an LSTM model with organizations' stocks change figuring calculation to investigate
just as expectation of future change of an organization in the Indian offer market. Paper in (Qiu,
et al, 2020) utilizes consideration based LSTM and RNN with using wavelet change to process
stock information. In paper (Zineb, et al, 2019) utilized LSTM to anticipate following day stock
shutting value, utilizing two databases for day by day and yearly factors. In (Chung, et al, 2018)
the proposed strategy utilizes uses LSTM & RNN with Genetic Algorithm (GA), GA was
employed to search optimal or near-optimal value for the size of the time window and several
LSTM units in an LSTM network.

2.3

Tabu List

Tabu list (TL) is apart from Tabu Search (TS) which considered as a metaheuristic search and it
explores the solution space beyond local optimum by using TL, it’s size is an important tool to
control the search in a short duration, given the purpose of an elective set of attributes for defining
tabu status. There are many methods to define TL: fixed value, arbitrarily selected, or dynamically
adjusted, TL is the set of specified number of solutions, the number of solutions determine the size
of TL (Salhi, et al, 2002) (Ikkai, et al, 2005).
Tabu search interact with problems that it solves with finite solution space and it is a
neighbourhood search method, it searches around its neighbours and there is flexible memory
structure. To simplify TL objective, it keeps track of current solutions and putting them in its list,
this means it prevents from choosing an option that has been chosen before in the past, which
prevents going into cycles based on local maxima issue (Salhi, et al, 2002) (Shang, et al, 2019).
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TS utilize TL to avoid making a move with same value or feature that has been selected before
unless it leads to the ultimate solution or global maxima for the problem, this means that TS will
keep searching for solution as long as the searching is being carried and it will return the best
found solution in that period thanks to TL, in other words TL is implemented to avoid missing
the movement of the best solution (Alhroob, et al, 2018) (Glover, 1990).
If TL is too long this means it would be costly to store choices and prevents solution searching
process improvement, and if TL is too short this means the searching process cannot escape deep
local minima. In conclusion, TL used to avoid cycling by forbidding revisiting moves (revisiting
the same solution) and allowable memory to save several promising non-accepted neighbor
solutions during the search process and use again when the search get trapped in local maxima
(Alhroob, et al, 2018) (Józefowska, et al, 2002).
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Figure 22. Tabu List flowchart 5

2.4

Discussion

Many papers proposed methods for stock market prediction analysis by using RNN, Jahan, et al.
(2018) developed a model by using RNN to forecast future stock prices based on the closing price
of Advanced Micro Device (AMD) for 168 days, the error in predicted prices was less than five
percent, but the model lacks the ability to predict hard changes in stock prices and prediction for
different types of companies stock prices (Jahan, et al, 2018).
5

Images from (Glover, 1990)
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Xie, et al. (2017) proposed using RNN to predict stock market trends, the data taken from many
companies in China Shanghai Shenzhen 300 Index. The results showed RNN can provide a reliable
way to forecast future stock prices with decent accuracy, but the proposed method is too simple
and needs more works to be robust regarding the accuracy of the prediction (Xie, et al., 2017).
Wei, et al. (2012) used hybrid RNN to predict Taiwan stock market in using four methods:
(correlation matrix, stepwise regression, decision tree, and Elman NN) in the prediction process,
the proposed method suffers from more conservative and noisy results (Wei, et al., 2012).
Khoa, et al. (2006) proposed using a model designed using both FFN (Feed Forward Neural
Network) and simple RNN trained by time and profit-based backpropagation algorithm, the goal
is to forecast S&P 500 (Standard and Poor 500) stock index which reflects the stocks prices of 500
largest companies in the U.S. one month ahead. Simple RNN with its 'time capture' abilities had
better anticipated results than feed-forward neural network in all experiments. The model failed to
predict the stock prices accurately and did not provide any considerable improvements toward the
prediction process (Khoa, et al, 2006).
Hsieh, et al. (2011) developed a modified RNN with one of Swarm Intelligence Algorithms called
ABC (Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm), the developed method is ABC-RNN that used to perform
stock prices prediction, the test data taken from international stock markets including: Dow Jones
Industrial Average Index (DJIA), London FTSE-100 Index (FTSE), Tokyo Nikkei-225 Index
(Nikkei), and Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX). The data
processing using the WT (Wavelet Transform), then apply RNN to construct and chose input
features, then apply ABC to optimize the RNN weights. The model considered being complex and
lacking pattern processing ability (Hsieh, et al, 2011).
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Jarrah, et al. (2019) proposed the use two systems to predict Saudi stock price trends, the first
system addressed the issue of predicting the direction of motion of stock market index along with
stock prices, the second system predicted future value of the stock market index. The research
proposed Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) with RNN to create a simple method for prediction,
this method suffers from unreliable results as a result of stock price spikes due to Islamic religious
periods like Ramadan or Hajj (Jarrah, et al., 2019).
Zineb, et al. (2019) used LSTM to predict next-day stock closing price, using two databases for
daily and annual variables, it's considered promising but in terms of refining noisy and bad
predictions, it doesn’t contribute that much or suggests a way of improving it (Zineb, et al, 2019).
Alturki, et al. (2020) utilized Multivariate RNN with a LSTM layer to predict daily stock price for
oil companies only in Saudi Arabia, the model forecast the next day stock price so the stocks broker
will determine to buy or keep or sell the stock based on the result provided in research, the
prediction occur based on historical oil prices of Brent crude oil with selected stock features. The
method proposed in the research provided good results 55% accuracy and 23% investment gain,
but the issue is that the method was not tested in the other business fields to demonstrate the
accuracy, another issue is that the model predicts the stock price for a single day only and not for
a specific period (Alturki, et al, 2020).
Moghar, et al. (2020) used RNN with a LSTM to predict open prices for Google and Nike stocks,
the results were in terms of accuracy loss was low which means it is considered as promising
solution but the proposed method suffers from the need for big stock prices dataset for 39 years
(from 1980 to 2019) which is not available for most of the companies, another issue is the research
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lacks data length and number of training epochs that must be added to maximize the prediction
accuracy (Moghar, et al, 2020).
Qiu, et al. (2020) used attention-based LSTM & RNN with utilizing wavelet transform to process
stock data, the proposed model has a better fitting degree and improved accuracy of prediction
results and provides more outcomes than other compared methods, but the impact of historical
data on price trends is too singular and may not be able to fully and accurately forecast price on a
given day (Qiu, et al, 2020).
Roondiwala,, et al. (2017) developed model by using RNN with LSTM to predict the stock prices
for a group that consists of the 50 most active and liquid stocks in the Indian markets called
NIFTY50, the developed LSTM model is composed of a sequential input layer followed by 2
LSTM layers and dense layer with ReLU activation and then finally a dense output layer with a
linear activation function. The drawback of using the proposed model which is data must be
normalized and filtered before being processed (Roondiwala, et al, 2017).
Chung, et al. (2018) proposed method uses LSTM & RNN with Genetic Algorithm (GA), GA was
employed to search optimal or near-optimal value for the size of the time window and several
LSTM units in an LSTM network, to consider temporal properties of the stock market, and utilized
customized architectural factors of a model (Chung, et al, 2018).
Minami, et al. (2018) designed a sequential learning model for estimate a single stock price with
company action information and “Macro-Economic” indices using RNN-LTSM method. The
training data are taken from a single Japanese company, the model considers other variables
besides stock price for prediction process, like company decisions, economic trends, and financial
events into the mode mechanism to increase the prediction accuracy. The drawback of using this
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method is tailored to specific companies and resulted accuracies may vary from company to
another, which means the designed model is not for general use (Minami, et al, 2018).
Shah, et al. (2019) introduced a modified LSTM model with companies’ net growth calculation
algorithm to analyze as well as prediction of future growth of a company in the Indian share
market. The proposed model lacked the diversity of companies’ business scopes and the number
of companies’ data was not that much, which leads to the question of prediction accuracy level
with more companies’ data involved (Shah, et al, 2019).
Selvin, et al. (2017) used three deep learning architectures RNN, LSTM, and CNN (Convolutional
Neural Network) to predict stock prices, the data collected from three companies registered in NSE
(National Stock Exchange of India) that operates in two sectors healthcare and IT for two periods
of time. The model lacked the adaptability to stock market changes, and it’s designed for specific
markets and companies (Selvin, et al, 2017).
Generally, the previous researches suffered from the need for huge amount of training data and
relatively massive computational power in order to achieve precise results. These shortcomings in
previous works along with the need for highly accurate stock market prediction have been the
motivation for this work to propose more suitable solutions that provide better prediction which
will help corporations to make the right decision in the future for their business.
Our proposed model starts with acquiring a financial information database for a Jordanian
companies, then RNN stars monitoring stock price ups and downs in the daily period represented
by selected features, after a specified period for example 100 days, the learning process will be
complete and prediction starts, method predict the stock price, for example, day 101 and continue
for the preferred period and keeps updating depending on the new stock price changes.
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Then take average last 5 predictions and calculate the average (X) of them and compare it with the
real stock price of that day to check the difference between produced prediction and stock price, if
the difference is high it means there is an issue with the proposed method and call this type of data
as missing or not good.
To save predictions that are far away from real stock price in another list so it won’t affect other
predictions, and perform another prediction iteration and then a new prediction produced (Y), then
compare Y with X, if the gap is small will take Y and delete X value, if not will discard Y value
and keep X, this process aims for improving the accuracy of prediction.
We proposed to tune the prediction during unexpected events change stock price dramatically so
it will not affect method precision, add a tabu list memory to save the last 5 predictions in the
queue, then optimize prediction values to improve prediction accuracy.
The goal is to provide a reliable prediction for company performance and business in the future to
help companies in Jordan to survive in the market.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
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3.1

Problem Description

As mentioned earlier, predicting the stock market for Jordanian companies is an essential
challenge, especially with Jordanian market conditions change, this leads many companies to
search for a more effective way to predict stock market than traditional methods, these help
companies to use such technologies to survive & grow in the market and avoid mistakes that can
lead to stock price drop.

3.2

Financial Data Collection

The financial data was collected from Amman Stock Exchange (ASE), which is a non-profit
independent institution authorized to function as a regulated market for trading securities in Jordan,
through their official website www.exchange.jo , for the period between 2015 to 2019.
The data contains daily values for the selected features (Date, Open, High, Low, Close, Volume)
for each Jordanian company registered in the ASE, collected data sample shown in figure 13.

Figure 13. Sample of the collected stock prices
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3.3

Data Preparation

The data is acquired from the historical business performance database of companies in Jordan,
then the data will be categorized and analyzed to select the features that the RNN with LSTM and
Tabu List utilize to provide a solution to the problem.
The proposed features (as shown in table 1) are selected according to the problem domain of this
research, these features will provide the input for the proposed method to tune and enhance the
prediction results accuracy and offer a better solution than other used methods.
Table 1 Selected Features
Selected feature

Description

Date

The date for the stock transaction

Open

The stock price at the beginning of the day

High

The maximum value the stock price has been achieved at a specific date

Low

The minimum value the stock price has been achieved at a specific date

Close

The stock price at the end of the day

Volume

Number of transactions have been done at that date

3.4

Programming Tools

The proposed method of RNN with LSTM and Tabu List was built using Keras which is Python
deep learning API with the help of TensorFlow2 to optimize the code and the built in functions for
reading stocks’ prices datasets and use graph drawing function to get the difference between the
real stock price with stock price predicted by RNN with LSTM and by RNN with LSTM and Tabu
List.
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3.5

Proposed Methodology

The proposed method follows the following steps:
1) Acquire company financial performance datasets from Amman Stock Exchange
2) Analyse the collected dataset which has been obtained from the company’s financial
performance
3) Stock price features are selected, and data transferred to testing data sets
4) Analyse the selected features
5) RNN start processing the extracted features and begin the prediction process, then send the
stocks features to LSTM
6) LSTM start the learning process based on the processed data received from RNN
7) LSTM initiate the training phase
8) LSTM start the test phase
9) Tabu List checks the predicted prices with the real stock prices
10) Tabu List removes unmatched predicted prices to enhance the prediction accuracy by
eliminating the far from the real stock price and redundant predictions, inform the LSTM
with the unmatched results, so in case that the predicted stock prices were far away from
the real stock prices, LSTM have to redo the training and testing phase
11) Models are trained and tested several times using different model parameters to find the
most suitable parameter value
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Figure 14. The Proposed Hybrid RNN with Long Term Short Memory with Tabu List Memory
Model
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3.6

Detailed Workflow

The method we have proposed to use RNN with LSTM and Tabu list to predict the stock prices
for companies in Jordan.
The steps as follows:
•

Loading the financial records that we have acquired and chose a certain number of days
then the program will load the financial data according for the choses period, the loaded
data will be used to extract the selected features (figure. 15).

Figure 15. Stock data loading process into the model

•

Specify the range of data that will be used to train RNN process, so for example we
chose the financial data from 01-Jan-2015 to 31-Dec-2018 for training.

•

specify the range of data that will be used to test the accuracy of the primary results of
the method, so for example we select the financial data from 01-Jan-2019 to 31-Dec2019 for testing.

•

Extract the selected the features that monitor the stock prices daily and assign them to
the variables used in the training and testing modules (illustrated in figure. 16).
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Figure 16. Features extraction

•

Normalize the values of training variables to numbers between 0 and 1.

•

Start the training process for the preferred amount of time (for example: 60 days, 140
days, 240 days. 360 days).

Figure 17. Training data selection
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•

Fit the training results into matrices to be used as an input for the LSTM process.

Figure 18. Training results fitting

•

Activate the LSTM layer by training the results acquired in the past step for a specified
number of epochs.

•

Perform testing for the results obtained from the training step.

•

Apply Adam optimizer algorithm

•

Start the stock price prediction process for the desired period.

•

Apply Tabu list method to improve the accuracy of the results of the prediction process
and inform the LSTM if the predictions are getting far from the real stock prices to restart
the training phases for the purpose of increasing the accuracy.

•

Visualize the results and show them to visualize the difference between them and the
actual stock prices.
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3.7

Detailed Tabu List Workflow

Traditional Tabu List contains the weights of next possible solutions, we modified it to store the
stock prices predictions for specified date, this process is to ensure that predictions that are far
away from real stock prices and redundant predictions so they won’t affect the prediction accuracy.
TL procedures are mentioned in the following:
1. Store LSTM initial stock price predictions (P) for certain number of times for stock price
(Si) in certain date i, the predictions store in the Tabu list.

For example: Jordan Petroleum Refinery Co (JoPetrol) on 27-Mar-2019 stock price was
3.07, LSTM stock predictions are (3.35, 3.22, 2.84, 3.05, 3.22) for the same date.

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

3.35

3.22

2.84

3.05

3.22

2. Remove redundant predictions so it will not affect the overall prediction accuracy,
redundant removal process occurs by checking each prediction value with other values and
eliminate the redundant value, so this will stop the accuracy getting affected by redundant
predictions.

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

3.35

3.22

2.84

3.05

3.22

Then the resulted predictions are:
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

3.35

3.22

2.84

3.05

–
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3. Check stored predictions values individually Px with real stock price Si (3.07) to identify if
the difference the accuracy Ax between prediction and real stock prices is big or small using
the following equation: Ax

=|

(𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )
100

|

In the example: TL check the value of P1 (3.35) with the value of Si (3.07) to determine the
if the prediction P is precise or not, using the equation mentioned above:

A1 = |

(𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )
100

|=|

(3.35− 3.07)

|= |

100

0.28
100

| = 0.0028

Then check the next prediction Px+1 with Si to find accuracy Ax+2, so the process as follows:

A2 = |

(𝑃𝑃2 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )
100

|=|

(3.22− 3.07)

|= |

100

0.15
100

| = 0.0015

And the rest of the accuracy values as follows:

A3 = |

(𝑃𝑃3 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )

|=|

(2.84 − 3.07)

|= |

−0.23

| = 0.0023

A4 = |

(𝑃𝑃4 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )

|=|

(3.05 − 3.07)

|= |

−0.02

| = 0.0002

100
100

100
100

100
100

The prediction accuracy process continues until all the predicted stock prices checked
individually,
The result accuracy Ax as follows:

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

0.0028

0.0015

0.0023

0.0002

–

4. TL checks Ax for the prediction with the best accuracy value (smallest prediction) and take
the remaining predictions that have accuracy equal or less than 25% to be checked with
another list T that contain predictions for previous days, this process would be used to
check and refine future predictions to tune the accuracy of LSTM, in other words this would
measure if the overall accuracy are getting better or worst so LSTM can take the feedback.
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Choosing the smallest value for accuracy (which is under less or equal to 25%):
A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

0.0028

0.0015

0.0023

0.0002

–

So, the predicted price for JOPT stock on 22-Mar-2020 is 3.05 (P4 value).
Choosing accuracy values that are less or equal to 25%:
A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

0.0028

0.0015

0.0023

–

–

The A2 value 0.0015 and A3 value 0.0023 will be added to list T, it will be used to monitor
the overall accuracy periodically and if the accuracy is getting higher and not smaller, Tabu
List will inform the LSTM to redo the training again to improve the prediction process,
this step is ensure there is a feedback to LSTM to make sure that LSTM strive to reach the
best possible accuracy resulted from training and testing phases.

3.8

RNN with LSM and Tabu List Pseudocode
1
2
3

Load dataset (companies’ stocks data)
Read stocks data features (Date, Open, High, Low, Close, Volume)
Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

4

Format Data for preprocessing and feature extraction

5

Separate dataset into training set
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6

Put the remaining dataset to testing set

7

Scale training data between 0 and 1

8

Scale testing data between 0 and 1

9

Create training dataset array

10

Create testing dataset array

11

Reshape Training dataset to LSTM layer

12

Reshape Testing dataset to LSTM layer

13
14
15

Apply LSTM model
Repeat Until Reaching the desired number of epochs
Start

16

Add LSTM layer

17

Define return sequence number

18

Define input

19

End

20

Compile LSTM model

21

Apply Adam optimizer algorithm

22

Save the output to train dataset array

23

Apply Tabu List on the preliminary results

24

Filter the results
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3.9

Evaluation Phase

This phase concentrates to improve the initial solution producing by the construction phase, by
minimizing the accuracy. To achieve this target using RNN with new mechanisms (e.g. Tabu list
and allowable memory). we compared and evaluated the implemented model performance with
the original stock data benchmark and new real-world data.
The results of the evaluation process started by running the proposed model using ASE stocks
data as an input and checking the difference between the real stocks’ prices with the predicted
prices to check the difference and tune the model to produce prices that are close to real stock
prices.
The evaluation done in two phases:
I.

We are going to compare the accuracy of the stocks prices predicted using RNN with
LSTM and the accuracy RNN with LSTM and Tabu list, to check the impact of
applying Tabu list as an addition to RNN and LSTM model.

II.

Use the evaluation metrics used in Jarrah, et al., (2019) published research, they used
Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) criteria to check the overall accuracy of their stock pricing model
(Jarrah, et al., 2019). Then we will compare resulted MSE, MAE, and RMSE from
using RNN with LSTM and TL with their results generated from using DWT and
RNN.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results and Discussion
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This chapter presents detailed experimental results of the proposed approach for hybrid model that
consists of using RNN with LSTM and Tabu list for stock prices prediction. The data range was
between 1st Jan 2015 to 31th Dec 2019 to ensure that the model can provide better results and high
accuracy and compare the results by using the conventional RNN and LSTM model and RNN with
LSTM and Tabu list model proposed in this thesis. The stocks prices data was separated into
training and testing data sets based on 80% for training and 20% for testing, the rates chosen to
give more information to RNN & LSTM training phase so the resulted accuracy would be better
because most of the dataset was used in the training phase as shown in (Moghar, et al, 2020). This
ratio was implemented on all the mentioned results in this chapter.
We divided the companies’ stocks prices data sets into two groups based on the available duration,
the separation in order to check if our model can predict, big part of the acquired stock prices
database from ASE website are for companies that issued their stocks before or since 2015 and
other part are for companies that issued their stocks after 2017 year so they have shorter dataset
than the first group. Dataset division is done to prove that our proposed model produces results
with high accuracy disregard the companies’ stocks dataset size.

4.1

Results for companies that issued their stocks before or since 2015

First company from first group that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is
Cairo Amman Bank (CABK), figure 19 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in
year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and
applying RNN with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 19. Cairo Amman Bank (CABK) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Jordan Petroleum
Refinery Co (JOPT), figure 20 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019
with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying RNN
with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 20. Jordan Petroleum Refinery Co (JOPT) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Jordanian Real Estate
Company for Development (JRCD), figure 21 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time
in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and
applying RNN with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 21. Jordan Petroleum Refinery Co (JOPT) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Capital Bank of
Jordan (EXFB), figure 22 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019 with
comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying RNN with
LSTM and TL.
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Figure 22. Capital Bank of Jordan (EXFB) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Jordan
Telecommunications (JTEL), figure 23 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year
2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying
RNN with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 23. Jordan Telecommunications (JTEL) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Jordan Phosphate
Mines Co PLC (JOPH), figure 24 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019
with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying RNN
with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 24. Jordan Phosphate Mines Co PLC (JOPH) predicted stock prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Rum Group for
Transportation and Tourism Investment (RUMM), figure 25 shows the real predicted prices for a
period of time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with
LSTM, and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.
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Figure 25. Rum Group for Transportation and Tourism Investment (RUMM) predicted stock
prices

Another company was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Jordan Electric Power
Co (JOEP), figure 26 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019 with
comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying RNN with
LSTM and TL.
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Figure 26. Jordan Electric Power Co (JOEP) predicted stock prices
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Table 2 Results for companies that issued their stocks before or since 2015

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

Company Name

Real Stock Price

RNN with
LSTM
Prediction

Cairo Amman Bank
(CABK)

1.058082192

1.094912013

1.076618623

3.134966443

3.070329097

3.098166262

0.367087379

0.370539131

0.369058117

0.997432432

0.988067924

0.992512

1.476054422

1.479648586

1.477888605

3.287114094

3.234010833

3.26376747

0.616418919

0.628192842

0.622577723

1.242348993

1.263509919

1.252996248

Jordan Petroleum
Refinery Co (JOPT)
Jordanian Real Estate
Company for
Development (JRCD)
Capital Bank of Jordan
(EXFB)
Jordan
Telecommunications
(JTEL)
Jordan Phosphate Mines
Co PLC (JOPH)
Rum Group for
Transportation and
Tourism Investment
(RUMM)
Jordan Electric Power
Co (JOEP)

RNN with
LSTM and Tabu
List Prediction
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4.2

Results for companies that issued their stocks since or after 2017

Second group of companies that are issued their stocks in the past three years which means we
have smaller dataset to train and test compared to the first groups of companies, the stock prices
from 2017 till the end of 2019 and the predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019.
First company from the second group that was used for stock prediction model we have developed
is Investment House for Financial Services (INVH), figure 27 shows the real predicted prices for
a period of time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN
with LSTM, and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 27. Investment House for Financial Services (INVH) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Investment Arab
East for Real Estate Investments Co (REAL), figure 28 shows the real predicted prices for a period
of time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM,
and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 28. Investment Arab East for Real Estate Investments Co (REAL) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is AlIsraa for
Islamic Finance and Investment (ISRA), figure 29 shows the real predicted prices for a period of
time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM,
and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 29. Investment Arab East for Real Estate Investments Co (REAL) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Arab
International Hotels (AIHO), figure 30 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year
2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying
RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 30. Investment Arab East for Real Estate Investments Co (REAL) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Arab Ihdathiat
Co-Ordinates (IHCO), figure 31 shows the real predicted prices for a period of time in year 2019
with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM, and applying RNN
with LSTM and TL.

Figure 31. is Arab Ihdathiat Co-Ordinates (IHCO) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is The Jordan
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing (JPHM), figure 32 shows the real predicted prices for a period of
time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM,
and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 32. The Jordan Pharmaceutical Manufacturing (JPHM) predicted stock prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Alshamekha for
Realestate and Financial Investments Co.Ltd (VFED), figure 33 shows the real predicted prices
for a period of time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN
with LSTM, and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 33. Alshamekha for Realestate and Financial Investments Co.Ltd (VFED) predicted stock
prices
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Another company that was used for stock prediction model we have developed is Deera Investment
& Real Estate Development Co (DERA), figure 34 shows the real predicted prices for a period of
time in year 2019 with comparison to predicted prices resulted from applying RNN with LSTM,
and applying RNN with LSTM and TL.

Figure 34. Deera Investment & Real Estate Development Co (DERA) predicted stock prices
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Table 3 Results for companies that issued their stocks since or after 2017

RNN with LSTM
and Tabu List
Prediction

Company Name

Real Stock Price

RNN with LSTM
Prediction

1

Investment House for
Financial Services (INVH)

0.093333333

0.087125169

0.089655833

2

Investment Arab East for
Real Estate Investments Co
(REAL)

1.033809524

1.082587809

1.057316

3

AlIsraa for Islamic Finance
and Investment (ISRA)

0.305438596

0.315876699

0.310757228

4

Arab International Hotels
(AIHO)

0.867636364

0.899071504

0.881842255

5

Arab Ihdathiat Co-Ordinates
(IHCO)

0.376078431

0.376078431

0.376078431

6

Jordan Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing (JPHM)

0.325930233

0.332161029

0.32912786

7

Alshamekha for Realestate
and Financial Investments
Co.Ltd (VFED)

0.325930233

0.332161029

0.328449895

8

Deera Investment & Real
Estate Development Co
(DERA)

0.841265823

0.840355828

0.839507646
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4.3

Assessing RNN with LSTM and Tabu List Accuracy

During the research we realized that errors are the main difference between the prediction of real
and predicted stock prices, we calculated the average error from every company’s dataset we have
used to evaluate the accuracy of our model with other models proposed in previous researches.
Jarrah, et al., (2019) used Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) criteria to check the overall accuracy of their stock pricing model
(Jarrah, et al., 2019).
We calculated the MSE, MAE and RMSE to calculate the percentage of errors occurred in results
and compare them with other researchers work.
4.3.1 Mean Squared Error (MSE)
MSE is calculated by taking the average of the square of difference between the original and
predicted values of the data (Selvin, et al, 2017).
The general MSE equation is as following:

𝟏𝟏

MSE = ∑𝒏𝒏𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏 (𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 + 𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊 )𝟐𝟐
𝒏𝒏

(Selvin, et al, 2017)

Where n is the total number of stock prices predictions that model generates, i is the value between
1 to n, x is the real stock price and y is the predicted stock price (Selvin, et al, 2017).
In machine learning cases MSE used to measure model’s performance, MSE results for our model
are mentioned in table 4.
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Table 4 MSE results for all companies used in the testing phase

Company Code

Number of test days

MSE

CABK
JRCD
EXFB
JTEL
JOPH
RUMM
JOEP
JOPT
AMAL
IPCH
JNTH
JOST
ULDC
UINV
MECE
BOJX
AHLI
SPIC
IDMC
JOIB
ARBK
INVH
REAL
ISRA
AIHO
IHCO
JPHM
VFED
DERA

146
103
148
147
149
148
149
149
144
144
145
146
147
147
148
148
148
148
149
149
149
66
63
57
55
51
86
86
79

0.00055
0.00003
0.00008
0.00044
0.00469
0.00034
0.00030
0.00402
0.00037
0.00048
0.00004
0.00011
0.00146
0.00057
0.00007
0.00030
0.00016
0.00277
0.00002
0.00198
0.00065
0.00007
0.00091
0.00011
0.00044
0.00012
0.00010
0.00011
0.00016

4.3.2 Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
MAE takes the average of error in accuracy from every stock price in a dataset and gives the output
as a difference between real and predicted stock prices (Wang, et al, 2009).
The general MAE equation is as following:
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MAE =

∑𝒏𝒏
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏 |𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 |
𝑛𝑛

(Wang, et al, 2009)

Where n is the total number of stock prices predictions that model generates, i is the value between
1 to n, x is the real stock price and y is the predicted stock price (Wang, et al, 2009).
In machine learning cases MAE used to measure model’s performance, MAE results for our model
are mentioned in table 5.
Table 5 MAE results for all companies used in the testing phase

Company Code
CABK
JRCD
EXFB
JTEL
JOPH
RUMM
JOEP
JOPT
AMAL
IPCH
JNTH
JOST
ULDC
UINV
MECE
BOJX
AHLI
SPIC
IDMC
JOIB
ARBK
INVH
REAL
ISRA
AIHO
IHCO
JPHM
VFED
DERA

Number of test days
146
103
148
147
149
148
149
149
144
144
145
146
147
147
148
148
148
148
149
149
149
66
63
57
55
51
86
86
79

MAE
0.01856
0.00390
0.00593
0.01220
0.04015
0.01322
0.01270
0.03932
0.01275
0.01317
0.00449
0.00781
0.03066
0.01466
0.00522
0.01155
0.00967
0.03712
0.00289
0.03419
0.01646
0.00523
0.02351
0.00729
0.01513
0.00698
0.00686
0.00738
0.00647
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4.3.3 Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
RMSE considered as the standard deviation of the errors that occur during prediction, which
resembles MSE but theroot of the value is considered while determining the accuracy of the
model (Wang, et al, 2009).
The general MAE equation is as following:

RMSE = �

𝟐𝟐
∑𝒏𝒏
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏(𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊 − 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 )

𝑛𝑛

[35]

Where n is the total number of stock prices predictions that model generates, i is the value between
1 to n, x is the real stock price and y is the predicted stock price (Wang, et al, 2009).
In machine learning cases MAE used to measure model’s performance, MAE results for our model
are mentioned in table 6.
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Table 6 RMSE results for all companies used in the testing phase

Company Code
CABK
JRCD
EXFB
JTEL
JOPH
RUMM
JOEP
JOPT
AMAL
IPCH
JNTH
JOST
ULDC
UINV
MECE
BOJX
AHLI
SPIC
IDMC
JOIB
ARBK
INVH
REAL
ISRA
AIHO
IHCO
JPHM
VFED
DERA

Number of test days
146
103
148
147
149
148
149
149
144
144
145
146
147
147
148
148
148
148
149
149
149
66
63
57
55
51
86
86
79

RMSE
0.01615
0.00339
0.00516
0.01061
0.03493
0.0115
0.01105
0.00455
0.02045
0.00634
0.01316
0.00607
0.00566
0.00642
0.00563
0.03421
0.01109
0.01146
0.00391
0.00679
0.02667
0.01275
0.00454
0.01005
0.00841
0.03229
0.00251
0.02975
0.01432
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4.4

Evaluating RNN with LSTM and Tabu List Accuracy with DWT with
RNN Accuracy

As mentioned in section 4.3 we used RME, MAE and RMSE to check prediction accuracy based
on the research published by Jarrah, et al., (2019) and we compared our results with their results
to determine if our model was successful or not.
The mean error criteria results comparison with results mentioned in (Jarrah, et al., 2019) are
shown in table 7 below.
Table 7 Mean for MSE, MAE, and RMSE comparison between RNN with LSTM and Tabu List,
and Discrete Wavelet Transform with RNN

MSE

MAE

RMSE

DWT & RNN (DRNN)

0.15996

0.03701

0.19237

Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA)

6.60949

76.5758

8.75076

RNN with LSTM & Tabu List

0.00074

0.01473

0.01275
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
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5.1

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed predicting stock market using RNN with LSTM and Tabu List. In order
to test the effectiveness of the proposed model, one company stock data was selected per time to
test the optimized configuration of the model.
The proposed RNN with LSTM and Tabu List model provided excellent results and predicted the
increase & decrease in stock prices despite the size historical stock prices data set. Moreover, as
shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2, that the results obtained from applying RNN with LSTM and Tabu
List were much better than the results obtained from applying RNN with LSTM alone, this means
the model we proposed was effective and provide better prediction accuracy.
In addition, we compared the mean of errors in the results produced from applying RNN with
LSTM and Tabu List with the results mentioned in Jarrah, et al., (2019) research results by using
Discrete Wavelet Transform with RNN (as shown in section 4.4), the comparison outcome that
our model have mean of errors less than the model proposed by Jarrah, et al., (2019) research.
In conclusion, using RNN with LSTM and Tabu List to predict stocks prices is effective and
reliable and can help the Jordanian companies to anticipate the upcoming changes in the Jordanian
Market.

5.2

Future Work

The plan for the future is to make the developed model is applicable for more stock markets in
the Middle East region to anticipate future stock market changes and provide a reliable forecast
feature for companies in different sectors and businesses.
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